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Simple Tricks And Strategic Tactics To Increase Your Conversions! Learn How To Increase Income
Without Getting Any More Traffic... Conversion rates and testing and tracking have long been the secret
of big, successful marketers. Outside of thousand dollar programs and private coaching classes you wont
find anyone talking about this information. Yet this one piece of information could literally make your
online income explode. What if you did that on ten sites? What difference could that make to your
income? This video series is going to show you this simple yet powerful technique which has, until now,
been a closely guarded secret. Conversion Profits blows the door off of conversion rates and shows you
exactly how to use them to earn more money, whatever level of marketer you are. Just think if you took
five or ten of your websites and doubled or quadrupled their income? What difference would that make to
you? This step by step guide will teach you everything you need to know about making more money from
your websites including how to ... * Increase the profits from any sales letter * Have a higher and more
profitable click through rate on your adverts * Increase your completed actions on any CPA offer * Get
more people to buy affiliate products you promote * Increase your autoresponder signups and make them

pounce on any offer you promote * Track your profits and buyers and make more people pay you money
* And much much more Conversion Profits isnt rocket science. It isnt advanced mathematics or difficult to
understand. It is a sound principle with its basis in offline marketing, one that has been used by marketers
for decades (if not longer) to increase their profits. The Conversion Profits program will reveal in step by
step format this closely guarded information to help you massively increase your profits. Heres a more
detailed look at my step-by-step course: Module 1 - Introduction to Conversion Profits * Learn what is in
this step by step training program * Understand why you are losing money by not paying attention to your
conversion rates! Module 2 - All About Conversion Rates * Discover how conversion rates could make
your online business full time * Understand why this top marketer secret is so important to your success
Module 3 - Sales Letter Conversions * Learn why the conversion rate is so important on a sales letter *
Discover how you can attract top marketers to promote your product with the conversion rate * Learn how
to improve your sales letter conversion rates Module 4 - Testing Revealed * Discover two types of testing
that can increase your sales letter profits and how to apply them to your websites Module 5 - Finding
Profitable Clickbank Affiliate Products * Learn techniques to improve your Adsense conversion rates *
Understand how to get more people to click on your ads whilst staying within Googles TOS Module 6 CPA Conversions * Learn how to maximize your CPA conversions * Discover techniques to help increase
your conversion rate of CPA offers Module 7 - Affiliate Conversions * Learn the top marketer secrets of
converting affiliate offers * Understand what you can do to maximize your affiliate marketing conversions
however you work Module 8 - Auto-Responder Conversions * Learn how to get maximum conversion
from your autoresponder sign up forms * Discover some of the top marketer secrets for maximizing
conversions Module 9 - Testing And Tracking * Learn what testing and tracking is and why you are
loosing money if youre not doing it! * See a simple technique you can use to test and track and increase
your profits Module 10 - Testing And Tracking Tools * Learn about a powerful free tool which will help you
with your testing, tracking and monitoring of conversion rates. * Discover a new best friend when you
realize the power of this software Module 11 - Summary And Conclusion * A summary all the information
you have learned * Discover how to take this forward to the next level and start increasing your profits
from improving your conversion rates Take action now and reserve your copy of the Conversion Profits
video training program. In this eleven part training course you will learn everything you need to know to
increase your profits without spending any more money. This video series can take your business from a

hobby to a full time living. Today you have this opportunity to massively increase your income without
increasing your expenditure. Check it out, you are guaranteed to love what you see.
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